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Former students of the Gay Nineties attending the 1947 Alumni Luncheon in the Rollins Student
Center. Reading left to right, 1st row: Mrs. Fred Ensminger (Ann Bennett), Mrs. A. B. Whitman
(Maud Neff), Miss Stella Waterhouse, Miss Minnie Mooremen, Mrs. B. M. Robinson (Marian
Curtis); 2nd row, Dr. Fred Ensminger, Mrs. Edna Giles Fuller, Mrs. R. M. Hudson (Florence Hudson), Miss Elizabeth Rand; 3rd row, Mrs. Belle Abbott Roxby, Miss Grace V. Wakelin, Jacob Gazan;
4th row, Dr. Henry Mowbray, Mrs. and Dr. Frederick Lewton.
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Left to right: Dr. Wm. Melcher, Mr. Henry Lauterbach, Mr. C. J. Frantz
and J. Whitney MacDonald.

TWELFTH ECONOMIC CONFERENCE MOST SUCCESSFUL
The theme of the twelfth annual Economic Conference at Rollins
on Januarv 30-31 and February 1 was "Economic Tooling for World
Order."
Dr. Hamilton Holt gave the keynote address in welcoming the conference at the Annie Russell Theatre by declaring "freedom and security
must be the goal of nations if there is to be international peace," and
"capital and labor must raise their ethical standards #or be subject to
further controls."
Experts in successful labor relations invited to lead discussion included: Henry Lauterbach, Rollins graduate and president-general manager, Sta-Rite Products, Delavan, Wis.; C. J. Frantz, president, Apex
Electrical Mfg. Co.; Edw. J. Mills, chief steward and AFL representative
and Denzil Phillips, president local CIO No. 710, United Electrical Radio
and Machine workers of America; J. Whitney MacDonald, assistant president, Rumford Chemical Works, R. I.; Nat Kushner, international representative of United Baking Powder and Allied Products, CIO; David
Rust, vice-president, Bundy Tubing Co., Detroit, Mich. All agreed that
fair industrial relations with labor and management sharing responsibiltv
would avert strikes.
(Continued on fage 5)
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Left to right: Dr. Hamilton Holt, Mrs. Philip a"Albert Lake, Dr. E. 0. Grover.

1947 FOUNDERS' WEEK CELEBRATED AT ROLLINS
This Founders' Week celebrated the 62nd anniversary of the founding of Rollins. The Morse Gallery opened festivities with an exhibition of
contemporary American Painting. The General Charles McCormick
Reeve Literary and Oratorical Competition for the Hamilton Holt Award
followed. The Casa Iberia offered both an Archaeological Exhibit and
special lectures. And Fred Stone played to packed houses, matinee and
evening, in "Mark Twain" at the Annie Russell Theatre all week.
On Saturday, February 22nd, 200 alumni gathered for our annual
meeting and Alumni Luncheon. Elections and Association business concluded at the Alumni House, George Fuller, of Mobile, Ala., deftly presided as master of ceremonies at a buffet luncheon in the Student Center.
President of the Student Council Eddie Copeland and Senior Class President Shelly Marks welcomed old grads back to the campus. Then the
wonderful turnout of students of the Gay Nineties era held the spotlight.
Dean Wendell C. Stone brought us up to date on Rollins academically.
And the Student Deans, Marian van Buren Cleveland and Arthur D.
Enyart were called on and responded graciously. Dean Enyart doubled
for Dr. Holt, who was unable to attend due to illness, in greeting us for
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the college. Alumni Trustee Bob Stephens and Olcott Deming spoke
briefly. Proceeding with the witty patter of his broadcasting experience,
Toastmaster Fuller introduced the newly elected officers of our Alumni
Association before adjourning for the laying of the cornerstone of Corrin
Hall, newest dormitory for women and gift of Mrs. Henry Alvah Strong.
At 4:30 in the afternoon the Annual Alumni Memorial Vespers were held
at Knowles Memorial Chapel. Then many old friends attended Dr.
Henry Mowbray's Gay Nineties Tea at his home in Winter Park. Kappa
Alpha Theta gave a formal dance at Dubsdread that evening which pleasantly brought to a close another memorable Alumni Day.
The "One World Issue" of the Animated Magazine presented a varied
table of contents. Editor-Prexy Holt insisted on meeting his own deadline
even though the day before he was confined with a serious cold. The
distinguished contributors this year included: Dr. Wellington Koo, our
Chinese Ambassador, former U. S. Ambassador Alexander Weddell,
William 0. Douglas, associate justice of the U. S. Supreme Court, W. T.
Holliday, president of Standard Oil of Ohio, Eldridge Haynes, publisher
of MODERN BUSINESS, Jas. B. Carey, CIO Secretary-Treasurer, historian Dr. Kathryn Abbey Hanna, Dr. Laurence Duggan, Institute of
International Education director, Chandram Prem Dass, educator-missionary of India, Carola Bell Williams, impersonator, Louis Lenski,
Newberry medal winner for children's literature, Joe Tinker, of baseball's
Hall of Fame, H. M. Sherman, author of the play "Mark Twain", Fred
Stone and his daughter, Paula, of the American stage and screen. The
7,000 "subscribers" contributed substantially to the Rollins Victory Expansion Program which must be completed by June 4th to qualify for
the half million dollar Library granted on that condition by the Davila
Mills Foundation. All principal buildings on campus held Open House
when the last page of the magazine was read.
The next morning trustees, faculty, upper division students and
honored guests marched in full academic dress to Convocation in Knowles
Memorial Chapel. Ambassador Koo gave the address on "The People's
Stake in Peace". Then fellow alumni can share the pride of all those
present when Virginia Roush d'Albert Lake was given the Rollins Decoration of Honor for her high courage and faith throughout the brutalities
of Nazi imprisonment. Decorated by four governments for her share in
the rescue of Allied airmen shot down over Occupied France in World
War II, she was apprehended by the Gestapo while convoying one of the
groups to safety. Doctor of Humanities degrees were then conferred on:
Col. Chas. Trexler, Dr. Kathryn Abbey Hanna, Alexander Weddell, William Foster and Dr. Koo. Doctor of Laws degrees were bestowed on:
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Laurence Duggan, Jas. B. Carey, Wallace T. Holliday and William 0.
Douglas. Madame Louise Homer was awarded the Algernon Sidney
Sullivan Medallion.
The annual Bach Festival followed Founders' Week once again
enriched with a full complement of men's voices in the choir.

3ln ilemflrtam
E. L. Powe, Rollins Academy student the first year it opened, died
late in December, 1946. He moved to DeLand, Fla., when he was 16 and
completed his education at Stetson University where he received his law
degree in 1904. Judge Powe held public office many times and was a
retired postmaster of DeLand.
Major Milton R. Beekman was fatally injured January 11, 1947,
on the island of Honshu, Japan. After almost 5 years service as a pilot
in the U. S. Army Air Force, he was discharged a year ago to assume the
post of inspector of airports for a State Aviation Commission. He re-enlisted last September and was in charge of operations for the Air Transport Command for the Pacific area, with headquarters in Tokyo. Major
Beekman was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross in Australia in
1942 and a Bronze Oak Leaf Cluster in 1943 "for valor and extraordinary
achievement" in the southwest Pacific theatre. He attended Rollins
1934-36.
Professor E. R. Crowe, of the Rollins faculty, died unexpectedly on
January 28, 1947. A graduate of Yale University in 1903, he was former
president and owner of the E. R. Crowe publishing company. Professor
Crowe came to Winter Park in 1944 and returned to teach at Rollins
each winter term since then. A brief service was held for him in the
Frances Chapel of the Knowles Memorial Chapel at Rollins on January
30th.
Former teacher of physical education at Rollins, Mrs. Grace L. Hill
died February 23, 1947, at her home in Swarthmore, Pa. One of America's
best known writers, she was the author of more than 100 novels upon her
death at 81 years of age.
ROLLINS ECONOMIC CONFERENCE
(Continued from -page 2)
Dr. Lewis L. Lorwin, U. S. Dept. of Commerce staff economist
opened the international phase of the program by speaking on SovietAmerican Trade Relations. He was followed by Redvers Opie, former
economic advisor to the British Embassy, Washington, D. C, Dr. Rollin
S. Atwood on Latin American economy; and Ansgar Rosenborg, Swedish
economic advisor to the assistant secretary-general, UNO. International
economic cooperation of the highest order was advocated to free the
channels of world trade.
Over 1,500 attended the discussions by these representatives of labor,
management, and international economists. To Dr. Wm. Melcher, professor of business administration on the Rollins faculty, goes credit for
directing this most successful Economic Conference at Rollins to date.
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ALUMNI REORGANIZE AND HOLD ANNUAL ELECTIONS
Under our new constitution, adopted January 15, a mail ballot was conducted and by the largest vote cast in our association history the following
councilmen were elected: Judge Donald A. Cheney, 116 Marks St., Orlando,
Fla.; Raymond W. Greene, 242 Chase Ave., Winter Park, Fla.; Webber B.
Haines, Altamonte Springs, Fla.; Robert M. Hayes, Jr., 2603 N. Orange
Ave., Orlando, Fla.; Jean Wagner Shannon, 173 Stovin Ave., Winter Park,
Fla.. Marita Stueve Stone, 815 Bonita Dr., Winter Park, Fla.. Donald C. Vincent, 431 Chase Ave., Winter Park, Fla.; Geo. E. Fuller, Jr., Old Spanish
Fort Tourist Village, Box 398, Mobile, Ala.; Lottie Turner Cook, 4227 S.
Four Mile Run Dr., Arlington, Va.; Cricket Manwaring Huber, 601 Grove
Ave., Noble, Jenkinton, Pa.; John E. Giantonio, Sparkling Springs Farm,
King Rd., Malvern, Pa.. Nancy Jane Cushman, 130 W. 57th St., N. Y. 19,
N. Y.; Dudley V. Darling, 133 Woodlawn Dr., Pleasantville, N. Y.; Wendell
A. Davis, 73 Fenno St., Wallaston, Mass.; John E. Clark, 1010 Laurel Ave.,
Bridegport, Conn.; Geo. M. Waddell, The Waddell Co., Inc., Greenfield O.;
T. W. Miller, Jr., Ashland Rubber Co., Ashland, O.; Henry S. Lauterbach,
Walworth Ave., Delavan, Wis.; John H. Makemson, 726 John St., Rockford,
111.. John G. Lonsdale, Jr., Lonsdale, Ark.. Holly Edwards Lewis, 337 N.
State St., Abbeville, La.; Richard B. Washington, Wanblee, S. Dakota;
Eleanor Wright Munger, 1946 Swatzel Rd., Kans. City 3, Kans.; E. Gordon
Jones, 111% N. Doheny Dr., Los Angeles, Calif.; Dodo Bundy Cheney, 36
Uplifters Club, Santa Monica, Calif.
At our annual meeting on February 22, the Council elected to office in the
Alumni Association: Robert M. Hayes, president. T. W. Miller, vice-president. Frederic H. Ward, treasurer; and Aurora McKay, executive secretary.
The Council then named for their Executive Committee: Donald Cheney,
Ray Greene, Webber Haines, Jean Wagner Shannon and Marita Stueve Stone.
And this committee chose Ray Greene for their chairman.
With over 200 members present, dues and a subscription to the ALUMNI
RECORD were out voted in favor of continuance of the Alumni Fund with
each member contributing according to their ability. And a motion was passed
delegating the Council to work out means of raising the percentage of contributors with the ultimate goal of making the association self-supporting.
Then it was moved that councilmen devise plans by next year's elections of
conducting the mail ballot on councilmen enough in advance to permit those
elected to attend the annual meeting. And finally our home game with Stetson was chosen for Homecoming Day next fall, the date to be announced as
soon as the game is scheduled.
Robert W. Stephens, '31, chairman of the Trustee Finance Committee, was renominated
by the mail ballot carried in the December RECORD for Alumni Trustee on the college
board. Rollins Trustees not only confirmed our nominee but named him to serve on their
Development Committee with Col. L. Corrin Strong (HON. '46), chairman, Reginald
Clough '36, Thomas P. Johnson '34, Eldridge Haynes and Laurence Duggan (HON. '47).
Other trustees, nominated by the alumni and now serving are: Thomas P. Johnson '34
and Douglass W. Potter '25.
Our Alumni Association is strengthened under the new constitution by making wider
participation possible through a mail ballot and representation through district councilmen in policy forming. Experience will dictate the writing of the successful measures
into amendments and by-laws. For this reason every attempt was made to keep
the constitution broad with the intention of putting specific methods in the by-laws which
can be more readily changed to meet changing conditions.
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CONSTITUTION
of the
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF ROLLINS COLLEGE
Winter Park, Florida
Adopted January 15, 1947
Article I. Name—Section I. This Organization shall be known as the Alumni Association
of Rollins College.
Article II Purpose—Section I. To keep alive friendliness and democracy on the Rollins
campus to intensify and organize the loyalty of former students and to direct this loyalty
in ways that will best further the welfare of Rollins College.
Article III Members—Section I. All persons who have completed at least one academic
year in good standing as a candidate for a degree at Rollins College shall be members of this
Association. All persons who completed at least one academic year in good standing in the
former Rollins Academy shall be members of this Association.
Section II All persons on whom Rollins College has conferred honorary degrees shall
be honorary members of this Association, without the right to vote or to hold office.
Article IV Alumni Council—Section I. There shall be an Alumni Council consisting of the
Executive Secretary and Treasurer of the Alumni Association and twenty-five (25) members
elected annually from districts by and from members residing therein.
1 Seven (7) members from District I which shall include the state of Florida, Cuba,
and

2allTwoeil2)Cme,mb?rs from District II which shall include the states of Virginia, West
Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama and
Mississippi.^ ^ members from District III which shall include the states of New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and the District of Columbia.
4 Two (2) members from District IV which shall include the state of New York.
6 Two (2) members from District V which shall include the states of Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut.
« Two (2) members from District VI which shall include the states of Ohio, Indiana and
Michigan.^

(2>

members

from District VII which shall include the states of Wisconsin, Min-

nesota, ^^fXrs^om0District VIII which shall include the states of Arkansas, Louisisnn Tpxas Oklahoma, New Mexico and Arizona.
9 Two (2) members from District IX which shall include the states of North Dakota,
South' Dakota Idaho, Nevada, Kansas, Nebraska, Montana, Wyoming Colorado and Utah.
b
10 Two (2) members from District X which shall include the states of California,
Oregon Washington and the territories of Alaska and Hawaii.
Section IL The Alumni Council shall be the governing body of this Organization ; shall
set The policy'of the Association and shall elect at the annual meeting five (5) of its members who together with the officers shall act as an Executive Committee to carry out the
function" of the Council between meetings. The Executive Committee shall elect its own
Chairman who shall have the power to call meetings Four 4) members of the Executive
Committee shall constitute a quorum. Eight (8) members of the Alumni Council shall constitute a quorum.
Article V Officers—Section I. The officers of this Association shall be a President and a
Vic<HPresident, who shall be elected by and from the Council and an Executive Secretary
anu a Treasurer, who shall be elected by the Council from the membership-at-large. The
Council may elect an honorary president. Officers shall be elected at each annual meeting
by

'sertion'Tl' The President shall be the official head of the Association, shall preside
at all meetings and shall be responsible for carrying out the purpose and policy of the
Association The President shall be a graduate of the College. ......
... ., ..
Association
vice-President shall assist the President m the discharge of his duties
and in the absence of the President shall assume the duties of the office. The V.ce-President
shall be a graduate of the College.
.
.
„
Section IV The Executive Secretary shall be given remuneration for his services. He
shall keep minutes of all meetings, carry on correspondence, supervise the office files and
records, edit the Alumni Record, manage the Alumni House and be liaison officer between the
C
°"sMtta V.6 The°Trea°su'rer shall be the custodian of the property of the Association and
shall have charge of all funds of the Association.
Article VI Meetings—Section I. The annual meeting of this Association shall be held on
Alumni Dav of Founders' Week in Winter Park, Florida. Special meetings may be called
by order of the President of the Alumni Association or upon the written request of at least
twenty-five (25) members of the Association.
Section II. Fifteen (15) members shall constitute a quorum.
Article VII Alumni Trustees—Section I. Subject to the regulations of the Trustees of
Rollins College, the Executive Secretary shall conduct by mail a ballot for the nomination of
alumni trusteed of Rollins College to serve not more than two (2) consecutive terms.
Article VIII By-Laws—Section I. By-laws consistent herewith shall be adopted by the
Council to establish and govern procedures for the conduct of the affairs of the Association.
The proposed by-laws and all amendments thereto shall be published in the Alumn. Record
at least one month before final adoption.
Article IX. Amendment—Section I. This Constitution may be repealed, revised or amended
by two-thirds of the members voting, such vote to be cast not less than one month after
the proposed amendment has been published in the Alumni Record.
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Jtround TJhe J^orseaAoe
by BOB WILLIAMS '49
Christmas day indigestion and New Year's headaches over, Rollins
students returned to the grind of classes for the second term of the '46-'47
school year. The first question asked by those unable to attend the New
Year's day football game between our own Tars and the Blue Hens of
Delaware was, "What happened to Jack McDowell's boys?" Handed a
21 to 7 defeat in Tampa's first Cigar Bowl game, the Rollins men not
only played a team out of their class but the aerial attack that Coach
Jack was counting on backfired, with interceptions by the Delaware
backs setting up two of the Blue Hen touchdowns.
First Winter term highlight for the seniors was the election of 12 of
the graduating class to "Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges." Who's Who, based on leadership, character and
achievement, listed the following students: Midge Estes, Shelly Marks,
Alan Phillips, Ollie Barker, Reedy Talton, Ted Mischuck, Ainslie Embry^
Janet Haas, Betty Lee Kenagy, Eileen Lawless, Anita Rodenbaeck and
Betty Stein.
Intramurals really got under way with the beginning of the Winter
term. The "X" Club, after making a clean sweep of football and golf,
also ran over all opposition to come up with the basketball trophy. Tennis
was also a run-away affair with the KA's winning easily. The Theta's
kept up the pace they set last year to win the basketball trophy for the
girls and at present are well on their way to the Tennis Championship,
with Shirley Fry and Betty Rosenquest being the cream of the entrants.
The revival of "The Late Christopher Bean" at the Annie Russell
Theatre was received with mixed emotions.
The General Charles McCormick Reeve Essay contest spurred plenty
of student effort. With the greatest number of essays ever submitted,
the Judges had a difficult time choosing the winners. After careful consideration Douglas Bills, Wesley Davis, Henry E. Jacobs, Sheldon Marks,
Dan Paonessa and Roger Schoening were awarded the prize money. The
winners then competed in the Hamilton Holt speaking contest. Wesley
Davis won this further award for the best delivery of a winning essay.
Sorority rushing got another black eye this year when rumors started
to fly concerning dirty rushing on the part of some of the girls' groups.
All in all 51 girls were pledged to the 7 national sororities on campus. At
the same time the men were having an open rush season free of any such
charges.
Rushing finally quieted down on campus and the Economic Department got ready to hold their yearly Economic Conference. At the same
time Mr. Donald S. Allen of the Dramatic Department, saw his second
production of the year open in the Fred Stone Experimental Theatre
Galsworthy's play, "The Pigeon," added to the already long list of experienced actors available at Rollins.
The Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity, looking for a new slant on the
College dance situation, staged a highly successful costume ball. They
requested that formal costumes be worn, if possible, but provided "appropriate" costumes at the door for those appearing in informal attire.
(Continued on fage 10)
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THE TAMPA TRIBUNE carried this picture of Rollins Alumnae at our Tampa City's party
after the Cigar Bowl Game on New Yar's Day. From left to right: Miss Nonita Cuesta,
Mrs. Mel Clanton, Mrs. John Harris, Mrs. Buck Johnson, Mrs. Ed Boswell, and Mrs.
Alden Manchester.

ALUMNI CLUB NEWS
TAMPA
Tampa alumni went all out to show Rollinsites a good time after the
first Cigar Bowl game there on New Year's day. Mr. Karl Cuesta
(Nonita's father) and Bill Reynolds (Frannie Hyer's husband) were hosts
to the Tar Team, coaching staff and a full complement of Rollins students
for cocktails and a buffet supper in the Caribbean Room of the Tampa
Terrace Hotel. Tampa alumni who participated in the festivities were:
Nonita and her father, Mr. Karl Cuesta, Bill and Frannie (Hyer) Reynolds, Ruth Smith Yadley (Mrs. Jean), Don Mclntosh, Gregg Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Mclnnis, Harry and Carolyn Waller, John M.
and Margaret (Parsons) Harris, Harry and Betty (Dickinson) Kelly,
Jim and Edna (Wells) Wishart and Ed and Sue (Terry) Boswell. Outof-town alumni included: Buck and Nancy (Locke) Johnson, Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Hayes, Judge Don Cheney, Barbara Cheney, and Mr. and
Mrs. Wm. Wharton of Orlando, Fla.; Mrs. Rachel (Harris) Reed, Don
and Trixie (Larsen) Vincent and Guy Colado of Winter Park, Fla.;
Nancy Hartz Wodlinger (Mrs. Mark) of Ocala, Fla.; Ollie Barker,
Montverde, Fla.; Bee Caldwel!, Lake Wales, Fla.; Floyd Jaggears, Inverness, Fla.; Bill and Marion (Russ) Justice, Gastonia, N. C; Alden
and Rita (Costello) Manchester, Takoma Park, Md.; Mel and Smokey
(Sholley) Clanton, Greensboro, N. C; and John Bistline, Ithaca, N. Y.
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AROUND THE HORSESHOE
(Continued from -page 8)
The class of 1950, otherwise known as this year's freshmen, put on
a memorable show this term. Using The Bowery as their theme, they
packed the Student Center. Colorful stage props complete with checkered
tablecloths, candles, singing waiters and bouncer created atmosphere
for this year's parade of talent. A realistic chorus, old fashioned melodrama, humorous and gifted piano, voice and dance numbers built up
to the most hilarious hit of the evening. Three husky boys 'stole the
show' when they came on in blonde wigs and coy blue dresses to sing
and dance "I'm Just a Girl Who Can't Say No!"
The arrows flew at the archery court this term, when the Robin
Hoods of the Girls' Independent team showed the rest of the supposedly
William Tells how it was done by easily coming out with the most points.
The second slot was won by the Chi Omega's followed closely by the Pi
Phi's.
Actor Fred Stone, of Hollywood and Broadway fame, graced the
boards of the Annie Russell Theatre again this winter. This time, to
take the lead in the Premiere Production of the play "Mark Twain."
Many of you alumni who were fortunate enough to come back to good
old Roily Colly no doubt saw his rollicking performance. Of the 17
talented students privileged to appear with Mr. Stone this year, Reedy
Talton was a stand-out with his characterization of General Grant.
Alumni Day and Founders' Week saw the campus crawling with old
grads, who no doubt found the students of today just as befuddled as ever.
Many hailed the increased enrollment and calibre of the undergraduates,
however, and were impressed by Senior Class president, Shelly Marks,
and his well chosen words at the Alumni Luncheon.
Men's volleyball Intramurals started out with a bang with the KA's
beating the "X" Club. But later in the season the KA's themselves were
beaten by the Delta Chi's, necessitating a playoff. The "X" Club, KA's,
and Delta Chi's, played a round robin and as a result, the Clubbers
added another trophy to their shelf. At the same time the Girls' Varsity
Basketball Team was ending up a disasterous season by dropping their
last game to the Jacksonville Waves. Playing only 3 games this year
the girls' team lost all of them, 2 to the Waves and the other one to
Southern College.
Rollins students distinguished themselves in another field this term.
At the March Southeastern College Forensic Meet in N. C. Joe Friedman
took two firsts in Radio Address and Situational Oratory and Ann Craver
won second prize in Poetry Reading.
I hope this brief but more or less concise account helps recall your
days at Rollins.
CORRECTION: Ex-Marine Gordon Tully wishes us to declare
his single blessedness. The man is right. But the guest list from our N. Y.
Club's Dinner at Rupperts reported in our last issue, inadvertently included "Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Tully." Back from service to finish work
on his degree, Gordon is one of our many returned veterans at Rollins.
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TRUSTEES RAISE TUITION TO MEET INCREASED COSTS
Because of the increase in wages, salaries, foodstuffs and other commodities during the past two years, Rollins finds it necessary to increase
general fees, effective next fall. The new rates, which are at the prewar scale, will apply to all students, civilians and veterans. However,
the college has promised that no student now in college will be compelled
to leave because of the higher fees.
Under the new schedule the fee for boarding students was raised
$85 to $1,350; for Orange County day students from $375 to $750. The
rate for non resident day students was lowered $20 to $750.
Boarding students, unable to meet the greater cost of their education, will be given special consideration for scholarship, loan or work aid,
to pay the increase.
As in the past, because of the substantial financial support given
Rollins by the local community, civilian Orange County day students will
be given tuition-remission scholarships of $300, thus reducing their
general fee to $450, which is an increase of $75 over the rate paid this
year.
Veteran boarding and day students, coming under Public Law No.
346 will be required to sign a charge against their eligibility to allow
payment by the government of $750 for the general fee. Disabled veterans
coming under Public Law 16 will not be affected by the increase.
For veterans the charge for board and room will be $600 contrasted
to $385. Those who can do so are expected to pay the increase from their
private funds, but those who cannot do this will be given scholarships
covering all or part of the $215 increase, depending on need.
A student-faculty committee, the academic standing and financial
aid committee, and administrative officers of the college are now cooperating to ensure that all problems caused by the increase of fees will be
solved.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
By vote of the Rollins Faculty and the 1946-47 Senior Class, precedent
within all recent years will be broken and Graduation Exercises held at
7:30 in the evening on June 2nd in Knowles Memorial Chapel. Baccalaureate Services will take place at 10:30 A. M. in The Chapel on June
1st. And Class Day will be observed on May 30th, the Friday preceding.
Alumni are especially invited to attend these exercises for the largest
Graduating Class in the history of Rollins. Individual notice of plans for
the traditonal Alumni-Senior Breakfast on the morning of Graduation
Day will be mailed to you.
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CLASS NOTES
Gay Nineties
In response to the Christmas greeting
cards sent out by your secretary Allie
Mizell King (Mrs . W. C.) wrote:
"Thanks for the beautiful post card of
Rollins College for it brings back many
happy memories. I entered college the
first day Rollins opened." She is living
at 609 S.E. 1st Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,
and we hope she will revisit the campus.
Three of her sisters later attended Rollins.
Dr. Frederick L. Lewton has retired
after 35 years with the Smithsonian Institute. This winter he and Mrs. Lewton
visited his sister, Jessamine Lewton Hartman (Mrs. J. M.) in St. Petersburg, Fla.,
before coming to Winter Park for all
Founders' Week activities. They are returning to their home in Washington,
D. C, but plan to buy a home eventually
near Rollins.
Our annual Gay Nineties tea was especially gay this year for so many old
friends were there. Among those present were: Mrs. 'Birdie' Abbott Roxby,
Dr. Fred and Ann (Bennett) Ensminger,
Stella Waterhouse, Grace V. Wakelin,
Elizabeth Rtnd, Ira J. Johnston, Mr. N.
P. and Gertrude (Southgate) Yowell,
Jacob Gazan, Dr. and Mrs. Frederick
Lewton, Maud Neff Whitman, (Mrs. A.
B.), Marian Curtis Robinson (Mrs. B.
M.), Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Shepherd (Gertrude Funkhouser), Judge and Mrs. Frank
L. Miller, Mrs. Annie (Guffin) Ward,
and Clara Layton Ward (Mrs. C. Fred).
Other guests were: Dean Wendell C.
and Marita (Stueve) Stone, Mrs. Geo. E.
Warren, Madeleine Appleby, and Aurora
McKay. Joan Sherick and Betty Lee Kenagy, Rollins seniors, assisted your host
at the tea table.
By popular acclaim it was decided that
each of us mail special greetings to Mrs.
Caroline Hills Abbott, who will celebrate
her 100th birthday at Huckleberry Mountain, Hendersonville, N. C, on July 9th,
1947.

Class of 1904
Secretary: Mrs. L. C. Algee (Mary
Hardaway), 1017 Cumberland Rd., N.E.,
Atlanta, Ga.
One recent morning's mail brought us
a thoroughly interesting brochure on The
Perry-Mansfield Camps and Theatre
Work Shop, which are affiiliated with the
University of Wyoming. The co-director
is none other than Portia Mansfield, who

attended the former Rollins Academy
1900-03. In 1910 she earned her A.B. degree at Smith and, in 1933, her M.A.
degree at N. Y. University. Anyone interested in a summer high in the Rockies
should write her at 216 E. 70th St., N. Y.
City 21, or (after May 25th) at Steamboat Springs, Colo.

Class of 1906
Secretary: Mrs. Henry Nickel, Silver
Lake, Sanford, Fla.
A good Rollins reunion means a family
reunion for Fanny Robinson Cheney. This
year was no exception with her mother
'(Mrs. B. M. Robinson, '90A), her husband (Judge Don Cheney, '07A) and her
daughter (Barbara, '44) at the Alumni
Luncheon. And the gathering will grow,
for her daughter Virginia is a Rollins
freshman now!
Class of 1907
Secretary: Berkeley Blackman, 2669
Boulevard Dr., S.E., Atlanta, Ga.
Don Cheney was an ambassador of
good will for our class throughout Founders' Week this year. Aside from his official duties with the college, he served
as Program Chairman for the annual
Alumni Luncheon, was popularly elected
to the new representative Alumni Council and topped his other honors and responsibilities by being chosen on the Executive Committee for the Council.

Class of 1911
Secretary: Mary L. Branham, 126 Lucerne Circle, Orlando, Fla.
Henry Banks was in Florida this winter
and paid Rollins a visit on February 3rd.
He has been farming successfully in
Clarksdale, Ark., for many years and
says, "Some day I hope to build in Florida
and come down after the third frost each
year and not go back until time to plant
cotton!"

Class of 1917
Secretary: Randolph Lake, Forest Lake,
Minn.
Melvin Wagner saw wonderful improvement in Rollins when he returned
after twentv some years to make application to enroll his son, Larry. Since he is
now with the Hadlock Fruit Co. in Mt.
Dora, we hope to have him on campus
often. Father and son were welcome additions at our Annual Alumni Luncheon
this year. Fred Hanna, with all his
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Founders' Week responsibilities, took time
to serve on the Alumni Day Welcoming
Committee.
Class of 1918
Secretary: Anne C. Stone, Winter Park,
Fla.
Our sympathy goes to Florence Keezel,
whose mother died early in February.
Sadie Sawyer Pellerin visited the campus while spending the Christmas holidays with friends in Orlando. She also
attended many of the activities of Founders' Week.
Vivian Barbour Howison (Mrs. Wm.
H.) is now a resident of Winter Park,
having purchased an attractive home in
the vicinity of Rollins.
Antoinette Barbour Houghton (Mrs.
Robert) has three sons about whom there
is interesting news. The oldest, Olin
Barker, who served during the war as
a gunner in Italy and was imprisoned
in a German camp, is now a student at
Bowdoin College. Robert Bruce is serving
in Japan and the youngest, Geoffry, is
studying at Lawrenceville Academy in
Princeton.
Class of 1920
Secretary: T. DeWitt Taylor, c/o High
School, Pierson, Fla.
Geraldine Barbour Gall (Mrs. Kenneth
E.) has just returned to her home in
Rochester, N. Y., after spending 5 weeks
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. B.
Barbour in Winter Park.
Our class was represented by Earl
Shannon and Don Vincent at the Alumni
Day activities.
Class of 1922
Secretary: Mrs. Alvord Stone (Ruth
Waldron), 5402 Suwanee, Tampa 4, Fla.
Evelyn Haynes writes from N. Y. that
she is busy booking artists and lecturers
for various groups in the U. S. and having a lot of fun doing it. Of course, in
the summer she is busy at her Huckleberry Colony and Workshop Camp near
Hendersonville, N. C. Dr. E. O. Grover
and his sister, Miss Eulalie Osgood Grover, have bought up there and are consultants in publishing and juvenile ficiton
writing at "Huck" in the summer.
Amelia Kendall is keeping up her end
of social activities in DeLand, Fla., by
being the D.A.R. regent there.
Madeleine Appleby was indispensible
getting the Alumni House ready for Open
House following the Animated Magazine.
She arrived early with flowers and vacuum cleaner.
Class of 1923
Secretary: Ray Greene, 252 Chase Ave.,
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Mrs. C. W. Lawrence, mother of Lt. Col.
Lawrence, and his son, C. W. Lawrence,
III. For "Chick's" whereabouts see the
'27 Class Notes.
Winter Park, Fla.
George Trowbridge writes that he is
sorry not to be able to get away from
his work in Pensacola, Fla., to visit Rollins.
Now that Frances James and Helen
Waterhouse ('24) have built a home in
Winter Park, it was grand having them
on campus for all the Founders' Week
activities.
Class of 1924
Secretary: Dr. Walter Johnston, 1401
Grove Terrace, Winter Park, Fla.
The sympathy of her classmates, students, and friends is extended to Bernice
Shor on the loss of her mother in February. Bernice holds B.S. and M.S. degrees
and has been on the Rollins faculty since
1926.
A nice letter from Ruth Scudder, Farmington, Conn., Librarian of what is said
to be the finest "Village Library", tells
of most interesting things connected with
her work chief of which at the moment
was preparation for an open house on
March 1, the nature of which was histori-
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cal, contrasting the library of 1795 with
the library of 1947. It included an exhibit
of early industries illustrated by old account books in the library collection. (Dr.
Hanna's influence even in Conn.) Thank
you, Ruth, for bringing us up to date on
your activities.
Six Sutliff has returned to Florida to
be in the Tampa office of the Tri-State
Culvert & Manufacturing Company. Welcome home, Six!
Your Class Secretary flew down to
Winter Park as this went to press for a
very short business trip and a week-end
with his family. Walter has been in
Cincinnati most of this winter.
Class of 1925
Secretary: Rebecca Caldwell, Lake
Wales, Fla.
Doris Frank Motz (Mrs. C. P.) visited
Rollins and the Alumni House just before Founders' Week with her husband
and little daughter, Carol Adele. They
were on a motor tour from West Palm
Beach to Winter Park to St. Petersburg
in Florida; then to Mobile, Ala., New
Orleans, La., and Oklahoma City before
returning home to Akron, Ohio. Their
new address is 1972 White Pond Drive.
Pixie Powers Rochelle (Mrs. Ogden
J.) will be an interested member of our
N. Y. Rollins Club. Her new address is:
536 W. 112th St., N. Y. 25, N. Y.

Winkie, Buzzie and Guy Dickson are the
children of Guy and Dickie (Dickson)
Colado.
Class of 1927
Secretary: Mrs. Rodman Lehman (Kay
Lewis), 772 Marvland Ave., Winter Park,
Fla.
Charles Spross and his family, who
live in Toledo, O., spent the Christmas
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holidays in Florida. While here, he made
application to enter his daughter Suzanne and son Charles at Rollins. Suzanne is finishing soon at Ferry Hall and
(son) Charles is an outstandng golfer at
Culver. And there's a younger daughter,
Barbara, to carry on the Spross name at
Rollins.
Chick Lawrence is in the Judge Advocate General's Service of the U. S. Army
with the U. S. Representation of Allied
Control Commission for Roumania in
Bucharest. Mail will reach him through
his mother, Mrs. C. W. Lawrence, at 15
Gramercy Park, New York 3, N. Y.
At last report Dr. Hardin Branch was
in a foxhole in Bougainville and we expected to hear he had returned to his
civilian practice in Pomona, California,
when he left the Navy. However, while
in service he was assigned to The Institute of the Pennsylvania Hospital for
special training in psychiatry and liked
it. So he has returned there as a Commonwealth Fund Fellow, now that he has
finished his Navy career, and plans on a
couple of years there and at the Pennsylvania Hospital itself with an intermingling of teaching and research. He says,
"It is a completely satisfactory specialty,
to my way of thinking, and my previous
work in internal medicine fits into it like
another peice in a jigsaw puzzle." Hardin
solved his family housing problem by buying a home at 1255 Edge Hill Rd., in
Darby, Pa.
Dickie Dickson Colado (Mrs. Guy)
and your secretary helped put over the
1947 alumni reunion.
Ed. Note: We admit to substituting for
your capable correspondent this issue.
But Kay's meeting 4-hour deadlines since
her son Lewis' little sister, Gail, arrived
on February 1. And after seeing the
sweet Object of Their Affection we didn't
have the heart to vie for her time. (Congratulations Kay and Rodd" on a mighty
nice family circle!)
Class of 1928
Secretary: Carter Bradford, 300 Sylvan
Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
Trixie Larsen Vincent (Mrs. Donald
C.) and Dr. Philip and Dorothea (Forbes)
Reece were on campus for the Alumni
Reunion this year.
Class of 1929
Secretary: Nancy Brown, 311 N. Piedmont, St., Arlington, Va.
Ann Lupton Shook is librarian at the
Ocoee High School, but lives in Orlando,
where her son is attending the Memorial
Jr. High. She saw Elinore Tomlinson
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the Atlanta Sherwin Williams Paint
Store. He was in Florida the middle of
January and dropped in at the Alumni
House for a welcome visit.
Jimmie Bartlett, Ann Lupton Shook,
Russ Fuller and Bill Jennings were at
this year's alumni reunion.
Classmates will be glad to know that
Bernhard Siegel and his family survived
the war. He is practising law in Germany and has a 6 year old daughter,
Vera, and a 3 year old son, Wolfgang.
Bernhard wrote that he had just seen
the article on Rollins in an overseas edition of the Saturday Evening Post and
'wished to be again on the Rollins tennis
team remembering the glorious season
of 1928-29 when Bob Proctor ('31) and I
led an undefeated team."
Class of 1930
Secretary: Clara Adolfs, Rollins College, Winter Park, Fla.
Charmaine Berquist Clulow (Mrs. F.
S.) wanted to recuperate in Florida from
a recent accident while horseback riding,
and take in Founders' Week at Rollins
again, but had to remain in California

Shirley Ann celebrated her fourth birthday on Nov. 27th. She is the daughter of
Mrs. H. W. Barnum (Gertrude Ward.).
Lusk in Evanston last, summer, while attending the University of Chicago.
Phil Cummings was a gracious host this
summer at his comfortable home in Vermont to Dr. Frederick ('92A) and Mrs.
Lewton. The Lewtons speak in glowing
terms of his 2 little girls and the family's
hospitality to them, when they were motoring through Woodstock.
Mary Hanson Green (Mrs. Albert A.)
has 3 sons and is living in Coral Gables,
Fla. Her husband is in aviation.
Ollie and Emily Whitmore ('28) Bandy
visited the campus just before Christmas
with their attractive children and made
application for their eldest daughter,
Ruth, to enter Rollins the fall of '48.
Ollie's New World Portuguese Basic
Course is in the hands of his publishers,
the Turner E. Smith Co. of Atlanta.
His co-authors in this work were Dr.
Oscar Machado of Porto Algre, Brazil,
and Professor W. A. Strozier, chairman
of the Emory University Language Department. Adventures in Conversational
Spanish, which Ollie also co-authored is
now in its second printing.
Ed Sherbondy is married and operating

Dr. and Mrs. Bill Jennings' daughter
Amy, and her playmate 'Cokey.'
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Stephen, is the 6 year old son of Manly
and Louise (Howes) Duckworth.
for her rest. She and her husband plan
to travel abroad this spring.
Congratulations to Ozzie and Mary
Race Harris on the arrival February 24th
of Elizabeth Holmden Harris. Better enroll her soon at Rollins as the waiting list
now is three times the number of vacancies.
Space does not permit printing the letter received from Zolton Bekassy, but
he wants to hear from Rollins. During
an English or American bombardment in
September 1944- his wife and three children were all killed. Present conditions
prevent his giving any details about the
state of affairs in his part of Europe.
Any word of cheer and friendship would
be more than welcome, you can imagine.
His address: 17 Szapary St., Budapest,
Hungary.
It seems strange that altho the war is
over Peter Berger's letter to us was censored. He is teaching in a Bremen school
that has no window panes, no heat whatever, and the most primitive of conditions.
Under such conditions, he writes, "signs
of friendship of former co-students of
my college days at Rollins mean ever so
much." Dorothy Mittendorf, Cy Cockrell,

Ozzie Harris, and Mrs. Bartlett have
all written to him and sent material help,
for which he is most grateful. We repeat
his address: (23) Achim bi Bremen, Borsteler Landstr. 626.
We extend our deepest sympathy to
Buddy Ebsen and his wife in the loss of
their little boy who died of pneumonia
only three weeks after birth.
Sarah Huey Lewis finally found an
apartment in Florida where she and her
two boys are living during February and
March, altho unfortunately it is way
down in Ft. Myers instead of around
Winter Park.
Thanks, Virginia Stelle, for bringing
us up to date on your activities. Your
description of your work for the economist
in the research department of the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York, sounds intriguing. All the advantages of movies,
club store, gymnasium, library and dinner dances can be had only by working
for such a large organization. Let us
know when you are promoted to the
president's office! And may others follow
your example by sending in news about
themselves.
Assistant Dean Mazzie Wilson, at the
University of Syracuse, spent her Christmas holidays in Florida. She and her
mother drove down from Jacksonville
to visit her sister in Miami and stopped
by Rollins on their way back.
Winnie Nichols Morrison (Mrs. D. B.)
has a fine baby boy, Bruce Lee, born on
January 28th. Congratulations!
At Homecoming this fall Bob Pepper
expected to get back for Alumni Day but
he has just bought a new home in Ft.
Myers and was too busy painting, wallpapering, floor sanding and varnishing.
Class of 1931
Secretary: Jewell May Lewter, 611 N.
Orange Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Ed. Note: In the absence of class news
from you this time we print excepts from
a letter from Nick Orszagh, our exchange
student from Hungary in 1930-31.
Before Hungary entered the war, Nick
was a schoolmaster at one of the better
high schools in Budapest. In 1942 he was
invited to give courses on English and
American language and literature and became an assistant professor at the University of Budapest.
In his words, he: "Lived fairly comfortably. Published a number of essays
and books on English and American literature. Got out a 5 volume English
reader for Hungarian high schools that
is still the official textbook in its field.
Earned my Ph.D. in 1935 with a thesis
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for which I began to collect material in
Dr. Pattee's classes. And until the war,
kept up with Rollins through the ALUMNI RECORD."
Then the blow fell. In 1944 as the
Russians reached our frontiers, all the
youth and manhood of this country was
mobilized. I was called up at the tender
age of 37, a raw recruit. Being unmarried I locked my apartment and changed
into olive drabs. Life lost all its flavor
anyhow when every contact with Englishspeaking countries was broken off and
we few people eager to maintain intellectual and friendly relations with the
States and Britain and friends there were
frowned upon as potential enemies of
the 'New Europe'. Outside of the university it was not too safe to maintain that
one was still interested, had gone to
school in the States, did not believe every
syllable of official daily German propaganda hand-outs or that one felt very dry
in the throat when it became known that
Paris fell and the Germans were preparing to invade England. The only thing
to keep up the courage of those comparatively few Hungarians who were proallies (having become infected with the
poisons of Western ideals in their impressionable youth) was the daily BBC
broadcast in the late evening and occasionally a smuggled in copy of the miniature airplane edition of the Times Weekly. But the latter one had better not
be kept at home. They might be found
in a house-search. And before you turned
on the BBC you better put on earphones.
So when I was called up I went hoping it would not last too long now. Yet
it did, more than a year. With some influence I got a post as a typist in one of
the numerous army bureaus and remained until the Hungarian army retreated to Bavaria and I fell into the
hands of the rapidly advancing 13th
Armored Division of the U. S. Third
Army on May 1, 1945. As the only English speaking Hungarian PW among
35,000 corralled I was quickly picked out
by the M. P. and CIC as an interpreter.
I worked with them (and later with the
Military Government) for 10 months in
many capacities. These were my most
glorious days in the last 6 years, hearing
English spoken the way I had learned
to like, reading American magazines and
newspapers. The only drawback was
that I did not hit upon a single Rollins
alumnus, but did find a Lt. Richmond
from N. C, a deputy Provost Marshall in
Tann, who had actually been in Winter
Park and attended some academic function there.
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When we were repatriated from the
American zone of Germany I hastened to
my apartment in Budapest after 2 years.
A bomb had fallen on it. It did not explode but what the bomb did not do the
mob (looting as usual) did to my belongings, among them many small tangible
memories and mementos of the year at
Rollins. Fortunately, while still a PW
with the US troops I got a pair of trousers (not GI), a sweater, 3 shirts and
other necessities of clothing to cover my
nakedness. These were (and still are)
the mainstay of my wardrobe. There was
no hope (much less funds) to rebuild my
apartment, so I am still living with a
more fortunate friend in the same buildingFeverishly I began giving private t-nglish lessons for anything I could get. Not
so much for money for those were the
worst days of the Hungarian inflation
and teachers were paid even worse than
ever before. One carried a knapsack and
preferably taught the children of agriculturists for a few pounds of potatoes,
a tiny jar of molasses, a pound of bread

Katie seeing the Rollins campus with
her father, Ben Walpole, when she spent
her Christmas vacation with him in Winter
Park.
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or 2 pounds of dry hard beans. In the
evening you cooked some sort of meal
and so one day was weathered. Those
still unlucky ones who used to have landed estates were not infrequently regarded
as public enemies because the ownership
of over 160 acres was a fascist trait. All
land over that was confiscated in return
for a mimeographed slip. This did not
surprise me for I knew the first revolution would begin with distribution of
oversized feudal estates. What did surprise me was that our 800 acres were
regarded as a 'feudal sized' estate.
Well, in those first few months of semistarvation I wrote frantic letters to my
numerous GI friends in the States and
they responded handsomely. Without the
parcels they sent me of spam, Luckies,
cereals, coffee, bacon, chocolate, corned
beef, and sausage, I do not know how I
could have survived. The luxuries (chocolate, coffee and Luckies) I bartered for
more substantial edibles, for a pair of
socks here and a shirt there. So I succeeded in weathering the storm, thank
God.
In August of 1946 the Hungarian currency was stabilized and inflation ended.
Pay began to forthcome regularly and it
did have value. After careful screening
by political and police authorities I was
re-admitted to my job as Assistant Professor of English and American studies
ac a country university (Debrecen) in
eastern Hungary. My present pay is 38
dollars a month. With private lessons
and all sorts of intellectual hack-work
I earn another 16 dollars monthly. This
is enough for 2 meals a day and travelling expenses. It does not cover clothing or books. Yet I must consider myself
happy compared with my colleagues who
have a family to maintain.
If you or those who may care to hear
of me want to help my first request is
news of Rollins and what has become of
my classmates. Second, books and periodicals for teaching American civilization and literature. They are frightfully
expensive and at present unobtainable in
Hungary. (What I should like is to send
somebody connected with Rollins a list
of useful books.) There is, maybe, a
philanthropic alumnus in the class of 1931
who is inclined to foot the bill for 3 or 4
books.
Another suggestion: canned foodstuffs
in 5-10 pound parcels, underwear or
clothing for a man of 6 foot height."
Bill Rice has the heartfelt wishes of
the whole Rollins family for recovery.
He took flu right at Christmas time, de-
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veloped pneumonia and is now suffering
from a paralysis. Remembering Bill's
prowess and courage in aquatic sports at
Rollins, we feel sure he'll win the fight.
Meantime, words of encouragement from
friends should be addressed to him at the
Jackson Memorial Hospital in Miami,
Fla.
Class of 1932
Secretary: Mrs. Wm. Moore (Lucille
Tolson), 408 N. Wild Olive Dr., Daytona
Beach, Fla.
It was good to see Marian Allen Kirk
(Mrs. M. M.) again on February 18th
in the Alumni House with her husband,
who is still in uniform. They are visiting her folks in Eustis after spending 10
months in Lima, Peru. M/Sgt. Kirk will
leave shortly for Hawaii where Marian
will join him later with their 3 year old
daughter, Janet Marian.
Al Valdes and his wife, Kathryn, drove
over to Rollins from Winter Garden for
Alumni Day. They topped off the day's
festivities by seeing Fred Stone in "Mark
Twain" that evening at the Annie Russell Theatre.
Phyrne Squier Russell is back in Winter Park assisting Mr. Pratt with the
FLORIDA MAGAZINE OF VERSE.
We've located Lois Hancock! She owns
a small variety store in Brooksville, Fla.,
and says, "Having the wonderful experience of being my own boss." She asks for
a RECORD, and we're glad to have her
back on our mailing list.
Ben Walpole, who has been in Winter
Park this winter, is back in Baltimore
now at his school for crippled children.
The school sounds interesting and we
suggest that anybody who has a little
time while in Baltimore call Cockeysville
230 and let him show off his brain child.
Robert G. Cleveland, of 1868 Columbia Rd., N.W., Washington, D.C., was
among the first nine Foreign Service Officers under the provisions of Public Law
488 to be appointed to the middle and
upper grades of the Foreign Service. He
was sworn in by Selden Chapin, Director General of the Foreign Service on
March 5. Bob served as a Production
Specialist with the War Production Board
during World War II until he was commissioned by the Navy as a Lieutenant
(j.g.) in 1942. Discharged as a Commander in June 1946, Bob entered the
Office of Foreign Liquidation Commissioner of the Department of State, where
he has recently been serving as Executive Director. We all are proud of your
achievement, Bob, and wish you the best
of luck!
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Virginia Roush d'Albert Lake (Mrs. Philip) and her son, Jean Patrick, just before they
left Paris to visit her father in St. Petersburg, Fla.
Our class was well represented Alumni
Day and at some of the Founders' activities, by Phyrne Squier Russell, Al Valdes,
and Ben Walpole, Jr.
Class of 1933
Secretary: Mrs. Henry Douglas (Thelma Van Buskirk) c/o Pinellas Cigar Co.,
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Classmates and friends of Floyd Shor
will wish to express sympathy on the
death of his mother late in February.
Mrs. Peter Brescia (Kay Goss) writes
that she served as a SPAR in the USCG
for 36 months as a radio operator and
was discharged from the service on May
28, 1946. Her present address in St.
Louis is 3847 Westminster Place.
Art Todd reports he is a Forester with
the U. S. Forest Service in Asheville,
N. C.
Bob Currie resigned from his position
in Pittsburgh and is back in Winter Park.
He sang the solo beautifully for the
Alumni Memorial Vesper Service this
year.
In February Boyd Kyner phoned his
wife, Robbie, in Winter Park from Yokahoma. She and their 2 children plan to
join him in Japan in May.
Waldo Plympton has been practicing

law in Winter Park since last March
when he returned from service with the
Navy. During the war he served in
both the Atlantic and Pacific as a Lt.
Cmdr. in the Reserves and skippered a
mine sweeper, a tanker and a salvage
tug. Now besides his law practice he is
teaching state and local government at
Rollins and still contributing much time
to civic welfare. At present he is chairman of the "Buy-a-Brick" campaign for
a new Health and Welfare building in
Winter Park.
Dot Shepherd Smith represented our
class on Alumni Day.
Holly Edwards Lewis (Mrs. F. Pierson) writes that she has been blessed with
the return of her husband from the war.
He was a lieutenant in the Marine Corps
on Iwo Jima. Holly has been very busy
lately as Chairman of the Organizational
Committee for the League of Women
Voters of Abbeville, La.
Look for a story called The Poem in
the March issue of LADIES HOME
JOURNAL. The author is none other
than our own Twanet Evans Cummins
(Mrs. Robert) !
Class of 1934
Secretary: Burleigh Drummond, P. O.
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Box 4808, Atlanta 2, Georgia.
Lt. Comdr. William A. Mosteller, USN,
is in the Supply Corps and is now attending school at NSD, Bayonne, N. J.
Mrs. Paul Tenney (Louise Jenkins)
will accompany her husband of the State
Department in D. C. to Santiago, Chile
sometime in the spring.
The sympathy of her classmates and
friends is extended to Olive (Dickson)
Dawkins on the death of her father early
in January.
Clinton Nichols is Vice-President of the
Teachers' College in Farmington, Maine.
Kingsley Karnopp announced a son,
Bobby, born November 26, who will soon
be a playmate for sister, Ruth, 2J/2.
Tommy Thompson doesn't get to spend
much time at home since he is handling
the Cincinnati district for a Chicago
manufacturer of screws. Tommy's address is: 207 Pleasant St., Oak Park, 111.
Bob Stufflebeam is out of the Navy
and is in the State Department.
Jack and Sarah Harbottle ('35) Howden took in Founders' Week at Rollins
this year.
Class of 1935
Secretary: Mrs. John T. Galey (B. G.
Fishback), Forsyth Rd., Charter Oak,
R. F. D. No. 5, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Peggy Jenkins was married on January
7 in Richmond, Ind., to Sidney Lafoon
who is with the State Department in D.
C. He hopes to be sent abroad, probably S. America, in the spring.
Joseph C. Howell, Jr., is Assistant
Professor of Zoology in the Department
of Zoology and Entomology at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville.
J. Alan MacWatt is librarian in the
Lederle Laboratories Division of the
American Cyanamid Company. Mr. and
Mrs. MacWatt are the proud parents of
a daughter, Lamsen Redcleft, born September 10, 1946. Their address is: 35
Saddle River Rd., Pearl River, N. Y.
Since returning to the States to visit
her father in St. Petersburg, Virginia
Rcush d'Albert-Lake has been widely invited to speak on her war experiences,
and spoke inspiringly in Winter Park on
the Chain of Missions. She will go to
N. Y. to meet her husband Philip in
April and wants to bring him back to
see the wonderful changes at Rollins
since their last visit here. Later they
will return to France with their infant
son, Jean Patrick.
Elsie Shippey Johnson who recently
visited the campus with Virginia Roush
d'Albert-Lake is the 1946-47 President
of the Panhellenic Association in St-
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Petersburg, Fla. They were both here
again for Alumni Day and the Animated
Magazine.
John V. Baker, Jr., is with the Piper
Cub Airplane Co. in Omaha, Neb. His
address is: 3528 N. 45th St.
The following excerpts are taken from
a letter from Ginny Taylor which we
are sure will interest you classmates
very much: "In 1938 I became interested
in photography ... I was traveling with
a friend of mine from home who was a
Yachtswoman and interested in Star
Boats. We attended 8 or 10 of the international series of the Stars from 1938
to the middle of 1940, she sailing, and I
taking pictures. Among the places we
went were San Diego, New York, Havana, Nassau, and finally, oh fateful moment—Kiel, Germany, in August, 1939.
We saw the German Fleet sail for Kiel
Harbour and finally managed to get out
of Europe through Denmark and sailed
from Oslo, Norway. Though I had written permission from Admiral Raeder to
photograph in Germany, when war began and we had to leave, my pictures
were all confiscated. They were color
movies, and I have since learned that
they were used as a Sports Feature attraction by the Germans. . . I did manage to return to the Bahamas in 1940,
'41, and '42. In 1940 I was doing some
travel photography for the Bahamas Development Board. In '41 I took some pictures of and visited Rosita Forbes, the
English travel writer who at that time
was colonizing an English settlement on
the Island of Eleuthera. In 1942 I was
designing native handcraft of the Bahamas for export. ... I took the CAA
primary training course. . . . Ferry piloting was what I wanted, but the CAA
course gave me only 50 hours and a private license which in spite of my pleadings did not appeal to the Canadian,
British, or Australian Ferry Commands.
... So when the Navy announced it
would enlist the services of women, I
was quite happy and entered the first
class. In November of 1945 I had enough
points to get out of the Navy, so was released from active duty on the 7th. A
week in New York, another in Washington, six weeks at home in New Orleans,
and then I was back again in these
lovely little islands, the Bahamas . . . doing some terrain modeling there. In May
I returned to New Orleans for just a
week and then the Waterman Airlines
sent me to Puerto Rico to photograph for
them. From July until the first of December I became a mole. I spent practically every minute in the darkroom work-
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John and Jean (Fairbanks) Stead with baby daughter, Kim, Candy and son Craig.
Medical Corps as the Chaplain's assistant, Walter Kimble is now musical director at station WDBO in Orlando.
Walter's home address is: 2015 DePauw
St., Orlando, Fla.
Those here for Alumni Day also included: Sara Howden, Everett Roberts,
Wanita Mutispaugh, and Olcott Deming.

ing on the Waterman pictures. I finished
them and came up for air at Christmas
and am now scanning the horizon for
another assignment. Also, I am still toying with the thought of going to school
again to study photography and take a
bit of journalism." Ginny is now living
at: 20 Newcomb Blvd., New Orleans, La.
A letter from Milford Davis tells us
that in September he took over the job
of editing THE HILL TOP NEWS, a
weekly newspaper in Albuquerque, about
which he writes: "It's a pretty fine job,
three days a week of actual work and
I'm my own boss." Last August Milford
spent four weeks in California and tried
to find a place to live, but it was no
dice. While there, he contacted several
old classmates including "Mary Lynn
Rogers Greiner (Mrs. R. E.) '34, I am
happy to say she's as alluring as ever
and has two dream replicas in miniature.
. . . Also visited Jean Plumb Hodgkinson (Mrs. J. V.) '37, and her family who
were wonderfully hospitable to us all.
Spent an afternoon with George Porter
who hasn't changed an iota, except for
having grown up somewhat and become
a real member of the screen colony."
After spending 31 months in the Army

Class of 1936
Secretary: Mrs. Paul Hadley (Helen
Jackson), Elsah, 111.
We are all saddened to learn of the
death of Mrs. Richard Hawkins (Ernestine Hills) early in December.
Law Mallard is directing the First
Presbyterian Choir and teaching at the
Orlando Memorial Jr., High School.
Betty Chapman Rollins writes from
Three Rivers Farm, Dover, N. H, that
she and Ed have been close to the farm
ever since June in 1934. They have three
children—Ashton II, 8; Edward, 6, and
Georgianne Chapman, who was 3 in
November.
Isabelle Stearns Gay and her husband,
Karl, spent a year in Mexico before he
entered service. She and their son, Peter
Bishop, were at Ft. Leavenworth while
Karl was an instructor for the Latin
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American classes. On his discharge in
the fall of '46 they were looking forward
to a job and a home in South America.
Congratulations to Dr. and Mrs. R.
Brown, who became the proud parents
of a little girl, Margaret Ann, on December 31, 1946.
Tony Merrill's new book, "The
Rammed-Earth House," was announced
in the N. Y. TIMES Book Review section
on January 12th. Congratulations, Tony!
Ellen Cushman Kellog's husband, Al,
has been teaching at Yale since the fall
of 1945 and the end of his service in the
army. They and their three-year-old
daughter, Marion, are enjoying life in
West Haven, Ccnn.
Dante Bergonzi informs us that he is
now with the promotion department of
Parade Publication, Inc., at 405 Lexington Ave., in New York City. "It was
fun being a musician," he says, "but I
decided to go straight and get myself
a job."
Sally Stearns has announced her engagement to Lt. Col. Robert Creswell
Brown of the AAF. They will be married in Cairo, Egypt, next June. For the
past three years Sally has served with
the Red Cross in Africa, Sicily, Italy,
and Germany. Our sincere wishes for
your happiness, Sally!
Jean Astrup Faubel (Mrs. Eugene L.)
writes that her five-year-old son, Gene,
is now in kindergarten. Gene, Sr., is
salesmanager of the Wellman Bronze &
Aluminum Co. in Cleveland. They've
moved from Louisville, Ky., to Amherst,
now at 23809 Wolf Rd., Bay Village, O.
Mass., but Jean hopes they are settled
A St. Augustine newspaper informed
us that Jean Parker was in charge of
arrangements for the Foreign Press Association Banquet in N. Y. on Armistice
Day. The affair was in honor of the delegation chiefs of the United Nations Assembly and Jean mentioned talking to
Mr. Baruch, Ambassador Koo, former
Secretary of State Byrnes among others.
In her own words, "It was so incredible
to find yourself face to face with the
originals of all the news photos you'd
seen! And they were so cordial."
On February 26th front page headlines
shouted, 'SOC' CHAKALES BARRED
FROM ALBANIA, over an AP dispatch
from Greece. -However, to quote from a
High Point, N. C, editorial: "The ENTERPRISE is especially proud of its
former managing editor, L. S. 'Soc' Chakales today. The Communists have just
thrown him out of Albania. That can only
mean they are afraid of him. It was
about a year ago that Mr. Chakales, who
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is chief of the Associated Press bureau in
Athens, achieved his great Albanian
'scoop' which soon had his name on the
Communist black list. He had gone up to
Albania to cover the so-called election—
one of those affairs in which the opponents dare not vote lest they be shot.
But 'Soc' was not content to report the
elections alone. Through a bit of secret
maneuvering which reminds one of something out of a novel, he managed to get
into a meeting of a group of leaders of
the anti-Communist underground. And he
reported their side of the matter also—
the only reporter to get the full story.
(Incidentally, he got the story out of Albania by using the government radio,
gambling that the Communists would not
anticipate such 'brass' and that the station operators would not understand English—and won both bets.) That's the reason that the Communists . . . don't want
Mr. Chakales back in Albania for the
present election investigation. He knows
too much. . . After the Albanian incident
. . . Mr. Chakales wrote . . . that he
failed to see how any good American, no
matter how 'liberal' or even 'radical' he
might have been to start with, could
have anything but contempt for the Communist party and its practices once he
had seen them in central Europe. It's a
pity that more of our parlor pinks—not
that 'Soc' was ever that, despite his occasional sounding off—do not have the
opportunity to see what Communism is,
once it gains control."
Class of 1937
Secretary:
Mrs.
Nelson
Marshall
(Grace Terry), Univ. of N. C, Chapel
Hill, N. C.
Mr. and Mrs. James Boyd, II, of 111
Mohawk Drive in West Harford, Conn.,
happily announced the arrival of a
daughter, Juliana Seymour, on February
6, 1947. We'd like a picture of Juliana
and her two-vear-old brother, Brewster,
for the RECORD!
John and Eleanor Roe ('39) Nichols
just returned to their home in Asheville,
N. C, after a visit to Miami, Fla. They
wrote that they were sorry not to get by
Rollins this trip. Eleanor spent the fall
in California .with her father.
A nice letter from Jane Pelton tells
us: "I was married to Martin V. Wolf,
II, on May 18, 1946. After months of
hunting, we finally bought a little house
in Ft. Wayne, Ind, and are now quite
settled. I do want to issue an invitation
to all the Rollins gang. Ft. Wayne is a
crossroads and they surely must be in
and around the city sometime."
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Marcelle Hammond and Sally Hammond Trope are spending this winter in
New York City. Sally is on a year's leave
of absence from the faculty of the Rollins Conservatory and has an interesting
job as assistant to the Treasurer of
Americans United for World Government in the N. Y. office. Marcelle is
studying voice and doing substitute work
in churches around the city. One position
was in the quartet with Johnny Powell,
who is a baritone soloist at a large
Brooklyn church.
Sally and Marcelle
have an apartment at 252 W. 70th St.,
and have seen many of the New York
Rollins people like Dante Bergonzi, '36,
Si Vario '38, Charlie Clawson, W. Royal
'43, Dick Lee and his wife and baby. The
girls were in Winter Park for a visit
with their parents during February and
March.
Our class was well represented on
Alumni Day by Franriie Hyer Reynolds
(Mrs. Bill), Marcelle Hammond and
Louise MacPherson Deming (Mrs. 01cott).
Chick Prentice stopped by the Alumni
House on February 28th just long enough
to tell us he would be Director of Industrial Relations for the Kraft Food Corp.
in Chicago after March 15th. He was
formerly with the Bell Aircraft Corp.
in Burlington, Vt., and has been in labor
relations work for 10 years now.
Class of 1939
Secretary: Frances Daniel, Box 816,
Orlando, Fla.
It was nice to get Christmas cards from
some of you because I learned where
some of you are now. Orville (Dusty)
Fennell and wife sent one from New Rochelle, N. Y. Gloria and Don Cetrulo's
came from Newark, while Sue (Pick)
and Monty Wells' came from Evanston.
Our class was well represented at the
Founders' Day luncheon in February.
George Fuller was toastmaster. Bob
Hayes and wife were there, of course, as
were Augusta Yust Hume, Florence Swift
Durrance, Margaret Rogers, and Yours
Truly.
It was good to hear from Harriet (Hai)
Begole Randall who lives in Marquette,
Michigan. She thinks it is about time we
knew of her and James' daughter, Marcia, who was born November 15, 1943—
the first day of deer hunting season as any
good middle-western hunter knows.
A more recent edition is Edward Jarratt Maughs born to Jarry (Smith) and
Sidney Maughs in St. Louis on February
17, 1947.
Augusta Hume and boys, David and
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Nicky are visiting her parents in Winter
Park. Warren came for a two-week vacation but was called back by I.B.M. in
a few days to be the manager of their
office in Lansing, Michigan.
Claire (Zumkeller) Poole and husband
A. L. are in Atlanta temporarily, but are
permanently located in St. Petersburg,
Fla.
John W. Dennis is now living in Asheville, N. C, at 21 Woodfin Place. He is
a salesman for the Scruggs Equipment
Co., Greenville, S. C.
Ward and Rosalie Dean Atwood have
been in Palm Beach for the past two
months after spending a week-end in
Skytop, Pa.
Wilma Heath Lauterback and Hank
('37) were the guests of Dean and Miss
Enyart early in November and again
when they returned for the Economic
Conference at Rollins. Their 3 year old
daughter, Kathe, came with them on their
second trip when her daddy spoke at the
Economic Conference.
Little 4 year old Candy Stead's big
brown eyes widened when Jean Fairbanks Stead (Mrs. John W., Jr.) showed
her the football mural in The Beanery
she had painted while attending Rollins.
The Steads toured the campus and saw
many old friends early in March.
Class of 1940
Secretary: Mrs. C. Edwin Boswell, Jr.
(Lois Terry), 3601 San Pedro, Tampa,
Fla.
Bob Walker and Barbara Alice Tickell were married in Atlanta on January
19th. Bob has left flying and has gone
back to banking in Miami.
Frank Walker (10928 N.W. 2nd Ave.,
Miami 38) has quit his aircraft engineering for farming because he likes outdoor work and wanted to work for himself. He has a tomato crop and is doing
fine according to Brother Bob.
Nate Bedell was separated from the
Marine Corps last November with the
rank of Major. Spent most of the war
as a fighter pilot. His squadron started
out on Tarawa and wound up on Saipan,
making some intermediate stops. Nate
returned to law school at the University
of Florida and since graduating in September, 1946, has been practicing law in
Jacksonville with his father and older
brother. He and Ginny were fortunate
in getting an apartment overlooking the
river and hope that some of the old Rollinsites will go by to see them. Their
address is: 830 LaSalle St., Jacksonville,
Fla.
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Alice (Elliott) and Jule Shaw returned
to Melbourne last summer and have
built several double cabins just 2 blocks
from the center of town—so be sure to
put them on your tourist cabin list for
overnight stops.
Margery
(Chindahl)
and
George
Greene and twin sons, David and Douglas, got to Maitland the latter part of
January just in time for the "winter"
weather. At the end of his 3 weeks' vacation time, George returned to his
church at Saybrook, Conn., but Margery
and the boys remained for another
month's visit with her folks. You will be
interested to learn that George started
out to raise $475 for chimes in the Congregational Church tower in Saybrook
in memory of the servicemen who lost
their lives. At the close of the campaign,
he had over $800, permitting a much better system of chimes. George plays them
four times a week and Margery says
they really sound nice.
Mimi Graves Sillars writes that she
is a case worker with the Brooklyn Red
Cross Chapter. Her husband, Rob, is
studying for his Doctor of Education degree in Adult Education under Public
Law 346 and is editing the "Adult Education Journal" and "Film Forum Review" as well. But she also writes that
they have a place to live only as long as
he continued to study at Teachers College of Columbia University.
At Christmastime, Dottie Bryn McMahon reported that they still have their
apartment at 190 Hillside, Mt. Vernon,
N. Y., but hope to build sometime this
spring.
The Fellers—Dolly, Bob and Stevie—
visited the campus in February and have
reservations for "The Tides" at Redington Beach for a while before they
leave for Tucson, Arizona, where the
Cleveland Indians will hold their spring
training.
News from Lolo Johnson Pick, from
West Bend, Wisconsin, is that Bob has
a new semi-pro basketball team all his
own. According to Lolo, the whole thing
is quite an undertaking—in fact, they
are eating, sleeping and living basketball
24 hours a day, but enjoying it a whole
lot.
Jack and Dot Hoy, and daughter,
Jackie, have gone west. After sending
Jackie through the Mayo Clinic, they
decided that the best thing for Jackie's
asthmatic condition was a change of
climate. Jack gave up his job as production manager for the Dixie Lily Milling
Company in Williston with a year's
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leave of absence. Reports from the Hoys,
who are now in Flagstaff, Arizona, are
that Jackie has improved a great deal
and that it is amazing how she gets
along so well in the zero weather.
Jimmy and Pat (Clark) Coates' twin
daughters, Sandy and Penny, and baby
Sally live at 3124 Mariin Ave., Tampa,
Fla. Jimmy is research representative at
the American Can Company.
The Alumni Office received a very interesting letter from Mary Marchman
Stonerock (Mrs. R. F.) in January. Mary
is busy as housewife and mother since
giving up teaching at Memorial in 1945.
And husband Bob is still with the public
accountants, Pribble, Wells, Fly and Heran, serving out his 3-year term of the
old-fashioned apprenticeship before taking the C.P.A. exam. The Stonerocks
now have a new home of their own
which they are enjoying very much.
Their address is: '337 N. Ferncreek, Orlando, Fla.
We wish to extend our sympathy to
Vicky Morgan whose father died in October. Vicky and her mother have moved
to Clearwater Beach.
They went to
Washington, D. C, to spend Christmas
with Jinny Morgan Mendenhall ('42)
and Lt. Col. (USMC) husband. Jinny
and husband live on a farm in Virginia
with Raffles and Amigo (their dogs).
I have recently accepted a position as
secretary with the Florida Division of
the American Cancer Society here in
Tampa and find the work rather interesting, especially since cancer is a disease which still baffles medical science.
Mickey McAuliffe Menger ('41)
writes: "George Victor entered the National Amateur Golf Tournament in the
fall. Did very well for himself. Visited
New York and Atwoods ('39) recently."
John D. Hagenbuch is now a student
at Stevens Institute of Technology in
Hoboken, N. J. His mailing address is:
321 Mt. Prospect Ave., Newark 4, N. J.
Margery
Chindahl
Greene
(Mrs.
George) and Yours Truly attended the
Alumni Luncheon and activities of the
day.

Class of 1941
Secretary: Mrs. Joe Johnson (Nancy
Locke), 1900 Harrison St., Orlando, Fla.
Peggy Willey Green has a 5 months
old son named for her father, Julian. Edward, her first son, is now 4 years old.
Barbara Brock Daughtery and Bill are
enjoying their life in Danville, Ky.,
where Bill is coaching at Centre College. Bill expects to complete his masters
next summer.
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Willard R. Catling, having finished
his interneship at St. Luke's two years
ago, opened an office in Jacksonville this
fall. He completed 22 months in surgery
at Madigan General Hospital, Ft. Lewis,
Wash. Good luck, Willard!
Everett L. Farnsworth, Jr., of Winter
Garden, Fla., did the honors for our
class on Alumni Day.
Class of 1942

Lois Weidner Gordon (Mrs. A. L.) with
her 10 month old daughter, Suzanne.
I had a pleasant telephone call from
Gracia Tuttle Corwin in February. She
and Bower with daughter Linda are
still living in Jacksonville.
Luverne Phillips Hinson (Mrs. M. W.)
visited Mrs. Marelle Haley Thomas
('42) in Leesburg, Fla., for 5 days early
this month. While on campus briefly she
answered our question modestly that she
was "supervising music still." But we
were impressed to learn that she has
been Supervisor of Music for the Torrington City Schools in Connecticut for
the past 3 years!
John Langdon Harris is a distributor
and salesman in Chagrin Falls, Ohio, and
receives his mail at: R.F.D. No. 1, Box 93.
Last month's RECORD stated that
Mickey McAuliffe was a housewife and
mother, but in the rush her married
name, Mrs. Carl S. Menger, was omitted. In January the Alumni Office received a lovely letter from Mickey giving additional information plus some
news notes. She was married to Major
Carl S. Menger, AAF, from San Antonio, Tex., in, August, 1945, and John
McAuliffe Menger was born April 20,
1946.

Secretary: Elizabeth Knowlton, 611 N.
E. 23rd St., Miami Fla.
We are grieved to learn that Marelle
Haley Thomas' husband was killed in
action while serving overseas with the
AAF. She has been doing Welfare Work
in Leesburg, Fla., for the last year and
a half.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Pierce (Dottie
Robinson) of Leachville, Ark., spent a
couple of pleasant weeks this winter
motoring through Florida all the way to
Key West, at the tip of the peninsula.
They stopped in at the Alumni House
while visiting Betty (Phillips) Sloan on
their way home.
Congratulations are in order for Jack
and June (Reinhold '41) Myers, for
John C. Myers III arrived on December 17.
An interesting note from Nancy Johnson Gest tells us about her recent marriage. She writes: "Met Don on Guam
where he was in the Seabees and I was
with the Red Cross. We were married
December 7, 1946, and among our attendants were Isabel Flagg Tyson and
her daughter, Carole Ann (aged 4) was
flower girl. Alden and Rita Costello
Manchester (both '43) came up from
Washington. Don is with the Nylon Division of E. I. duPont de Nemour & Co."
Mr. and Mrs. Donald A. Gest's new address is: 20 Saratoga Rd., E. Greenwich, R. I.
Boyd France covered the signing of
the 5 satellite treaties on Feb. 10 for
Reuters news agency. While the head of
the Paris office was on vacation recently
he was in complete charge and covering
the National Assembly and debate on
Foreign policy. Those of you who followed his capable newscasting of the
Paris Peace Conference this fall will be
interested in knowing that his new contract with Reuters stipulates that he shall
give all of his time to them (no broadcasting). And neither party may break
the agreement within 3 months. He will
have been with Reuters 1 year this
month.
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Billy and Frances McDonald Middlebrooks have a son, Donald Marsh, born
December 31 !
Class of 1943
Secretary: Shirley Bowstead Evans,
Belle Isle, Pine Castle, Fla.
Elsa Jensen has decided to further her
art at the Cambridge School of Arts,
Cambridge, Mass., after two years of
overseas service in the State Department
in Africa and Europe.
Marilee Twist Stratford's (Mrs. Wm.
D.) home address is now: 4309 Dresden
St., Chevy Chase View, Kensington,
Maryland.
Mary Margaret Knighton (Mrs. L. A.)
has a new address also which reads: 750
Ellicott State Road, Orchard Park, N. Y.
Your secretary enjoyed being back on
campus for Alumni Day.
Ed. Note: There were more boxers entered in Orlando's Dog Show this year
than in the Madison Square Show, and
your secretary's entries took a number
of the prizes.
Class of 1944
Secretary: Marjorie P. Coffin, Pine
Manor Jr. College, Wellesley 81, Mass.
Jean Hamaker Pumphrey writes that
she is working at the University of Florida, where she is trying to keep track of
housing facilities for married students—
2 trailer camps, some 50 or so converted
barracks, and eventually 472 pre-fab
apartment units. Also, Jean wants to
make a correction of a statement which
appeared in the December RECORD.
Her husband, Bill, is not studying law,
but is studying Business Administration,
"the better to seize the world by the
tail."
Charlotte Smith is associated with David Andrews, Realtor, in Winter Park
and has been selling real estate since
last April.
John Bistline wrote that going back
north after the Christmas holidays he
had a wonderful time at a rather small
reunion of Rollinsites held on the train
with Ben Briggs ('45), Johnnie ('46)
and Daphne Takach Powell ('42), Hallijeanne Chalker ('46) and Peggy Tomlinson ('45).
Hank and Holley Swann have bought
a house in Chappaqua, N. Y., where they
have opened a Fix-It Shop and fix almost anything. Their daughter, Suzanne,
is now in kindergarten and loves it.
Betty Lanza is assistant in market research in the promotion department for
Fortune Magazine in New York. Nice
going, Betty! And to top off the wonder-
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ful position she is holding down, she is
sharing an apartment with Rollinsites
Sudie Bond and Sally Hazelet ('46).
From a tracer-card we learn that
Mary Jane (Wilson) Fisher is living in
a trailer while husband Donald attends
the University of Missouri. We're looking forward to a wonderful picture of
your son for the next ALUMNI RECORD. How 'bout it?
Sam and Jenelle Wilhite ('42) Pickard
are residing in Charlottesburg, Va., at
1915 Lewis Mountain Rd. Sam is a law
student at the University of Virginia.
Thanks to Barbara Cheney, our class
was not without representation on Alumni Day.
Class of 1945
Secretary: Grace Sebree, 111 E. 17th
St., New York, N. Y.
Mrs. Robert Madden (Edith Yard) is
busy caring for her new daughter, Edith
Colby, born December 18. Her husband
is in the dental corps in Germany and
is expected home sometime this summer.
Lucky George Gross not only spent
the Christmas holidays with his parents
in Winter Park, but again escaped the
ice and snow of Troy, N. Y., for another visit home between semesters Janary 29 to February 5. He is working
on his B.S. degree at Renssalaer Polytechnic Institute.
Jane (Mosby) and Willard White of
Topeka, Kansas, became the proud parents of a baby girl, Linda Sue, on December 28th.
There's a young man of whom we've
just learned. He's Alfred III, son of
Peggv Timberlake Taylor (Mrs. Alfred
B., Jr.), who was born July 3, 1946. We'd
love to have his picture to show you in
the RECORD.
We recently learned that Mary Glatly
has been Mrs. Walter Teating since
August 29, 1946. Mary's husband is an
Army Air Force instructor, and their
present address is: Army Air Forces Special Staff School, Craig Field, Selma, Ala.
A tracer-card from Robert de la Rutledge's father informs us that Bob is still
in the service, stationed on Okinawa. He
is a 1st Lieutenant and flies B-29's. His
address is: 22nd Bomber Group, 2nd
Sqdn., A.P.O. No. 239, c/o P. M., San
Francisco, Calif. We all know how much
a word from home means while one's
away, so why don't some of you classmates sit down with pen in hand and
write a newsy letter to Bob!
Elliott Morris is studying at the University of Idaho and can be reached at:
32 Campus Drive, Pocatello, Idaho.
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If you should be riding the Pan American Air Lines, don't be at all surprised
if your stewardess should be a cute little
blond by the name of Jane Northen. And,
if vou're interested in locating Jane on
terra firma, try 2534 S.W. 12th St.,
Miami, Fla.
Here's another new address for the
books. Jean Woodfill receives her mail
at: Box 71, Lebanon, Missouri.
It was mighty nice to have Bob Hagneuer around campus in January and
February. He drove down from St. Louis,
went down to see his brother Hilbert
('40) in West Palm Beach and came back
to Winter Park to take in Founders'
Week.
A committee from N. Y. Botanical Gardent was so enthusiastic after seeing 6
of Lee Adams' remarkable paintings of
Central American fruits and flowers at
Kennedy's, on Fifth Ave., that they invited him to send them additional pictures for an exhibit in the rotunda of
their Museum Building. Lee has just
recently returned to Mandarin, Fla., after spending some time in Honduras,
C. A. And we anticipate his revisiting
Rollins for the Florida Federated Circles
fo the Garden Club have booked him to
lecture at their convention in Orlando
on April 17th.
Class of 1946
Secretary: Hallijeanne Chalker, 2930
Macomb St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Say, what's happened to all that news
that came in so readily for awhile? I
just know that we've all been just as
busy as we were before: but what has
everybody been doing? I can tell you
about a few of us.
Marc and Arlene Gilmore and family
have just moved to Toledo, Ohio, where
Marc is an up-an-coming Standard Oil
man. Sounds like a wonderful opportunity, Marc. Good luck to you.
Teddy Baird has transferred her activities from Vermont to Peeskskill, New
York, where she is teaching them how
to ski, ice skate, play basketball, dance,
and generally, improve their athletic
prowess at St. Mary's School, her old
prep school. She has had several Rollins reunions with Dan Dickinson who is
also in Peekskill.
Shirley Winther and Gerry Griffin
C+5) became engaged on February 1. The
big event will take place in June. Congratulations, Shirley and Gerry! Sister
B. J. (Winther) and Dick Johnston will
walk down the aisle in April.
Peg Mandis is reviewing the sights of
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the nation's capital, preparatory to making the rounds of New York. She hopes
to see the cherry blossoms return to
Washington before she goes back to
the sunny land.
Nonita Cuesta was one of the illustrious court in the grand festival of Gasparilla, Tampa's biggest social fete.
Betty Semmes is gathering lots of excitement working with Delta Airlines
in Savannah. That girl will never again
be grounded.
Barb Balsara Main is enhancing that
already enchanting voice of hers by study
with some very wonderful coaches in the
Big City.
Merial Milam is working with the
Junior League in Jacksonville and planning an interesting trip, abroad this summer with a Youth Hostel Rehabilitation
group.
Bunny Sloan is fast becoming a crack
secretary in the Washington Secretarial
school. She and your secretary had a
real Rollins pow-wow not long ago. That's
good for your soul, you know.
Rollinsites in Washington were thrilled
to hear of Prexy's appearance here, but
were terribly disappointed not to be able
to see him.
Mary Kramer is now living in St.
Louis and finding investigation for the
Social Security Commission very interesting.
Your secretary was delighted to get a
phone call from Ed Johnson when he
was passing through Jacksonville on his
way to Orlando for New Year's. Ed is
crazy about medical school in Tennessee
and feels that his Rollins training was
just what he needed.
Laura Molina Roel and her husband
have been gracing the social life of
Mexico City for some time now.
We know that Charlie and Nicki Rex
are thrilled to be at Rollins again this
year. Those music apreciation classes of
Charlie's must be a great addition down
there.
Your secretary has gone to work for
the State Department in the Administrative Office of the Division of Foreign
Service Personnel. She is most excited
about the whole thing and about having
shaken hands with departing Secretary
Byrnes himself.
Tom Fruin has passed his examination
to be licensed by the New York Stock Exchange as a Registered Representative.
He started the new year with the wellknown New York firm, Hornblower &
Weeks, and will eventually become their
representative in Holland. The best of
luck, Tom!

Helen Cobb, who is teaching in St.
Petersburg, was on campus just before
Founders' Week.
Molly Rugg's new address is: 104 Arch
St., Akron 4, Ohio.
Daphne Aspinwall Takach and_ John
Benjamin Powell, Jr., were married in
the Knowles Memorial Chapel on November 24. Congratulations!
Alice Ruth Austin was the only member of our class lucky enough to be on
campus for Alumni Day.
Class of 1947
A prospective alumnus that we did
not get to tell you about in the last
RECORD is Frederick Loring Dixon
Yard, Jr., who was born on the 13th
of November. His daddy, Dick, is back
completing work toward a degree from
Rollins.
Congratulations also to Jane Booher
Curry (Mrs. Russell) whose son, Mark
Andrew, arrived on January 13 1947.
Betty Jane Perinier and Bill George
were married in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel on Friday, February 14. Betty
and Bill are continuing their studies and
will graduate in June. The best of luck
to you both.
Just too late for the December RECORD
came the news of Vera Kristine Miller's
marriage to Gordon A. McCoy which took
place on December 14 in New Brunswick,
N. J. Our best wishes are extended to
you, Kristine.
Mrs. Billy Taylor Napier (Katty Betterton) is a recent mother, whose pride
and joy we'd like to see and know more
about.

Mary Belle Randall will be at 320
Park Ave., Apt. 5B, New York City,
until June 12, but she says she can always
be reached at 505 Crescent Rd., Hamilton,
Ohio.
Our cordial wishes for every happiness
to Patricia Dee Quillin who married Capt.
Charles Herbert Bruce, USA, in Forest
Hills Garden, N. Y., on January 18.
Class of 1948
A letter from Francine Nikolas tells us
that she has changed her name to Mrs.
Charles Gardiner and her address to: 313
Wesley Ave., Oak Park, Illinois. Our
very best wishes to you, Francine.
The marriage of Martha Lee McCormick to Charles H. C. VanPelt, Jr., took
place on September 19 in St. Petersburg,
Fla. Their present address is: Highland
Lake Apartments, 605 E. Marks St., Orlando, Fla. Congratulations to you both!
Class of 1949
Our heartiest congratulations to Paul
and Dottie Grannon, whose son and heir,
John Aubrey, arrived on February 16,
1947!
Another happy couple to be congratulated are Bonnie and Gene Sturchio.
Patricia Ellen, their' little girl, arrived
close on the heels of Santa Claus (December 26th).
Genie Fishel and Lt. Lawrence Warrick were married at the Winter Park
Episcopal Chapel on March 14. Larry
is on terminal leave after serving in
the U. S. Marine Air Corn*.

